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Silent Synapses Speak Up Minireview
Robert C. Malenka* and Roger A. Nicoll² Early Evidence From the Spinal Cord
*Department of Psychiatry The existence of silent or ineffective synapses in the
²Department of Cellular and Molecular spinal cordwas proposed over 20 years ago (Wall, 1977),
Pharmacology based on experimentally induced rapid changes in the
Department of Physiology ability of afferents to evoke single unit activity. However,
University of California a limitation of this approach was that it was impossible
San Francisco, California 94143 to distinguish silent synapses from functional ones that
simply were not adequate to cause action potential dis-
charge. Somewhat stronger, albeit still indirect, evidence
The molecular mechanisms that are responsible for ac- for the existence of silent synapses came from intracel-
tivity-dependent changes in synaptic efficacy have been lular experiments that examined the synaptic responses
a subject of great interest because of the postulated to stimulation of a single group Ia afferent in cat spinal
importance of such changes for information storage and motor neurons (references in Redman, 1990). By exam-
the development of neural circuitry. It would seem pru- ining the fluctuations in the size of the excitatory post-
dent that before experimentally addressing the detailed synaptic potentials (EPSPs), and using a ªdeconvolu-
molecular mechanisms that are responsible for changes tionº procedure that assumed that each synaptic bouton
in synaptic strength, one would first attempt to define generated a singlequantal EPSP, the investigators could
whether the change is likely to be due to some pre- estimate the number of boutons that contributed to the
or postsynaptic modification. This has routinely been single fiber EPSP. Following the systemic administration
achieved by determining which quantal parameter of of 4-AP or tetanization of the afferent, in a proportion
synaptic transmission has changed: the probability of of cells, the EPSP distribution was modified in a manner
neurotransmitter release (p), the size of the postsynaptic consistent with the hypothesis that initially there were
response to a quantum of transmitter (q), or the number ªsilentº boutons (i.e., boutons at which P was zero), which
of functional synapses (n). For most forms of synaptic became active following the experimental manipulation.
plasticity in both invertebrate and vertebrate prepara- By combining electrophysiological and morphological
tions, changes in either transmitter release probability examination of this same connection, more direct evi-
or quantal size have received much of the attention. dence was provided for the hypothesis that some pre-
However, recent work on the mechanisms underlying synaptic boutons are silent (references in Redman,
long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus has 1990). Four connections that were examined electro-
refocused attention on the possibility that changes in physiologically, were anatomically reconstructed, and
synaptic strength can also be due to activity-dependent the number of synaptic boutons was counted. In two
changes in the number of functional synapses, that is, connections, the bouton count equaled that calculated
a rapid conversion of functionally silent synapses to
from analyzing the EPSP fluctuations. However, in the
functional ones. Such a conversion may require novel
other two connections, the bouton count exceeded the
molecular mechanisms and has implications, perhaps
number predicted from the physiology, suggesting that
underappreciated, for how neural networks can store
there are silent boutons. While the failure of impulsesinformation. In this minireview, we will initially review
to invade a bouton could not be excluded as an explana-evidence, obtained from a variety of preparations over
tion for this finding, the authors make a compelling argu-the last 20 years, that silent synapses indeed exist. We
ment that this is unlikely. Similar results were obtainedwill then focus on more recent work that specifically has
when spinal cord neurons were studied in culture (Pun etexamined the potential role of silent synapses in LTP.
al., 1986). The number of anatomically defined boutonsOur definition of a synapse will be the morphological
often greatly exceeded the number of synapses calcu-unit consisting of a single presynaptic active zone (i.e.,
lated using a binomial model of the variation in therelease site), including its associated vesicles and the
EPSPs recorded from pairs of neurons.juxtaposed postsynaptic membrane containing the ap-
There are some limitations to these studies. The accu-propriate receptors (Faber et al., 1991). Thus, a synaptic
racy of both theanatomically defined and electrophysio-connection between two cells may contain multiple syn-
logically calculated number of boutons is subject toapses, as can a single presynaptic terminal or bouton
error. Furthermore, accepting that there are clear dis-with multiple independent release sites. Our operational
crepancies in bouton numberand ndefined electrophys-definition of a silent synapse will be a synapse that,
iologically, an alternative explanation is that the silentmorphologically, appears normal but does not function,
synapses are silent not because they do not releaseeither because neurotransmitter is not released when
neurotransmitter but because the postsynaptic mem-the presynaptic bouton/terminal is invaded by an action
brane is unresponsive. A final important semantic pointpotential or because the postsynaptic membrane is un-
is the difficulty in definitively distinguishing between aresponsive when transmitter is released. This definition
synapse with extremely low p versus a truly silent syn-excludes synapses that are silent because of branch
apse (i.e., p 5 0). Since electrophysiological experimentspoint failures in the conduction of the action potential
by necessity are temporally limited, a given synapse willfrom the soma to the presynaptic terminal. It also ex-
only be stimulated a finite number of times, and thus acludes synapses that are formed de novo during devel-
synapse stimulated 100 (or 1000) times that does not yieldopment or following some experimental manipulation
(e.g., lesions). a response is most conservatively defined as a synapse
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with a p , 0.01 (or p , 0.001). Despite these limitations, cell (Faber et al., 1991). These synapses exhibit both
chemical synaptic transmission and electrotonic trans-these studies were among the first to provide experi-
mental evidence for the existence of silent synapses. mission, which is mediated via gap junctions. When
paired pre- and postsynaptic recordings were made,Evidence From the Mauthner Cell and Crayfish
Neuromuscular Junction presynaptic stimulation always elicited orthodromic
coupling potentials, but chemically mediated synapticStudies of relatively simple synaptic preparations, such
as the frog neuromuscular junction, offer many experi- responses were observed in ,20% of the recordings.
The presence of the coupling potential indicated thatmental advantages and have provided important infor-
mation about many of the basic properties of synaptic the two cells were connected and that the evoked action
potential was in fact invading the terminal, thus rulingfunction. Two preparations that have been extensively
characterized both anatomically and electrophysiologi- out branch point failure as an explanation for the lack
of chemical synaptic transmission. Brief repetitive pre-cally over the last two decadesare thegoldfish Mauthner
cell and the crayfish neuromuscular junction. Two dis- synaptic activation did not unmask chemical transmis-
sion, even though the same stimulation enhanced trans-tinct synaptic inputs onto the Mauthner cell have been
examined (Faber et al., 1991). One input is formed by an mitter release at connections that were capable of
generating EPSPs. In contrast, presynaptic injection ofidentifiable class of inhibitory interneurons which utilize
glycine as their neurotransmitter. These synapses have K1 channel blockers was capable of converting silent
synapses to transmitting ones. Thus, at these synapses,been studied by simultaneous pre- and postsynaptic
recording combined with anatomical reconstructions the machinery for transmitter release appears to be
available but presumably requires a rise in presynaptic(Faber et al., 1991; Charpier et al., 1995). A significant
proportion (25%) of these paired recordings yielded no Ca1 greater than that provided by normal impulse activity.
Examination of long-term facilitation (LTF) at the cray-detectable postsynaptic responses, even though, when
anatomically reconstructed, the numberand distribution fish neuromuscular junctions has also provided evi-
dence for the existence of silent synapses and the abilityof synaptic contacts on the postsynaptic cell were simi-
lar to connections that were functional. Importantly, te- of activity to make them functional (Wojtowicz, et al.,
1991). LTF is triggered by prolonged (minutes), high fre-tanic stimulation of the VIIIth nerve, which provides af-
ferent input to the pool of interneurons, caused the quency (10±20 Hz) stimulation of an excitatory axon that
innervates an individual muscle fiber by making multipleimmediate appearance of responses at the ineffective
synapses. This result confirmed that the morphological discrete synapses. LTF requires presynaptic activation
of adenylate cyclase and cAMP-dependent protein ki-substrate for synaptic function was in fact present.
An unresolved question is whether the silence of these nase. Quantal analysis of the muscle responses using
either a simple binomial model, which assumed that pinhibitory synapses on Mauthner cells is due to their
failure to release transmitter or to the absence of func- is constant for all release sites, or a more complicated
model, which assumed that p is nonuniform, indicatedtional postsynaptic glycine receptors. Attempts to en-
hance transmitter release at these silent synapses by that LTF was, at least in part, due to an increase in n.
Consistent with this proposal are morphological studiesintraaxonal injections of 4-aminopyridine or calcium
were unsuccessful, even though the same manipulation that compared the ultrastructural properties of synapses
that had not been stimulated with those that were exam-caused a significant increase in the size of synaptic
responses in the already functioning synapses. The pos- ined 45 minutes after the induction of LTF (Wojtowicz
et al., 1994). While most presynaptic ultrastructuralsibility that these synapses are postsynaptically silent
is supported by a clever experiment that took advantage properties were the same, connections that expressed
LTF had a greater proportion of synapses with multipleof the finding that glycine released from one synapse
spreads to receptors localized at adjacent synapses active zones, as defined by the presence of so-called
dense bodies. That the new presynaptic release sites(Faber et al., 1991). It was found that stimulation of an
interneuron that generated no detectable direct post- may have evolved from preexisting ones was suggested
by some examples of ªsplittingº dense bodies, whichsynaptic response in a Mauthner cell nevertheless was
capable of generating a small inhibitory postsynaptic were only observed in the LTF group. Thus, this putative
increase in the number of active zones in some synapsescurrent (IPSC) when superimposed on an IPSC evoked
by stimulation of the VIIIth nerve. This was interpreted during LTF fits nicely with the conclusions from the elec-
trophysiological analysis.as indicating that the silent interneuron made synapses
that released glycine but that the postsynaptic mem- Evidence From the Hippocampus
The mechanisms responsible for the expression of long-brane at these synapses was unresponsive. The modifi-
cation of the IPSC generated by VIIIth nerve stimulation term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus have been
the subject of great interest but also have generatedwas therefore attributed to spread of the transmitter
from the silent interneuron onto adjacent synaptic re- intense debate. While the lack of resolution to this de-
bate is frustrating, a valuable outcome has been that itgions and a synergistic action of the two sources of
glycine on individual receptors. Consistent with this pro- has forced investigators to rigorously examine the basic
properties of synaptic transmission in the mammalianposal, postsynaptic injection of cAMP was capable of
converting a silent synaptic connection into a functional CNS and the assumptions underlying current models.
One prime example of this is the recent work that sup-one, presumably because of upregulation of glycine re-
ceptors (Faber et al., 1991). ports the existence of silent synapses in the hippocam-
pus. That the conversion of silent synapses to functionalSilent synapses have also been found at the dual-
function excitatory synapses made by VIIIth nerve affer- ones may contribute to LTP is not a new idea (Voronin,
1983) and has been suggested as a formal possibility byents directly onto the lateral dendrites of the Mauthner
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a variety of investigators over the last decade. However, that are entirely generated by NMDA receptors, sug-
gesting that a proportion of synapses contain NMDAonly recently has direct experimental work that seriously
addresses this possibility been presented. receptors but no functional AMPA receptors (Isaac et
al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995; Durand et al., 1996). BecauseThere are at least two distinct forms of LTP in the
hippocampus (Nicoll and Malenka, 1995). One is the of the voltage dependence of the NMDA receptors,
these synapses would be ªsilentº at resting membraneextensively examined NMDA receptor-dependent form,
which is routinely studied in the CA1 region or dentate potentials. Thus, these data were consistent with the
proposal that LTP involves a process that converts post-gyrus. The other is mossy fiber LTP, which occurs at
the synapse between the axons of dentate granule cells synaptically silent synapses, which lack AMPA recep-
tors, to synapses that contain functional AMPA recep-(the mossy fibers) and CA3 pyramidal cells, and which
does not require NMDA receptors. Much evidence has tors (Figure 1A). Such a mechanism could explain many
of the electrophysiological changes observed duringaccumulated that mossy fiber LTP is induced presynap-
tically by a rise in calcium and activation of adenylate LTP (e.g., an increase in mEPSC frequency and a de-
crease in synaptic failures) that have been attributed tocyclase, which lead to a long-lasting increase in trans-
mitter release. an increase in p.
However, there are alternative hypotheses that canRecently, mossy fiber LTP has been demonstrated in
single cell ªautapticº cultures of dentate granule cells explain the data used to support the existence of post-
synaptically silent synapses. NMDA receptors have a(Tong et al., 1996). This preparation offers many advan-
tages for a more detailed analysis of the mechanisms higher affinity for glutamate than do AMPA receptors.
It is possible that at some synapses, vesicles releaseunderlying this form of plasticity, since all of the syn-
apses on the cell have a common origin (in contrast such a small quantity of glutamate that only NMDA re-
ceptors, but not AMPA receptors, are activated. Theto the situation in vivo). Consistent with a presynaptic
expression mechanism, mossy fiber LTP in culture was conversion of these apparently silent synapses to func-
tional synapses during LTP would therefore have to beaccompanied by a large increase in the frequency of
miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) due to some mechanism that increased the concentra-
tion of glutamate in the synaptic cleft; for example, anbut no change in their amplitude. While such a change
is classically attributed to an increase in p, it is pos- increase in vesicle filling or the simultaneous release of
multiple vesicles. Currently, there are no data to supportsible that the conversion of silent to functional syn-
apses could also have contributed to this increase. This this hypothesis, although it cannot be ruled out.
Another hypothesis for which there is some experi-possibility was explored by taking advantage of the
use-dependent irreversible NMDA receptor antagonist mental support is that the silent synapses that exhibit
only NMDA receptor-mediated responses are due toMK-801. Application of MK-801 during synaptic stimula-
tion caused the complete disappearance of synaptic spillover of glutamate (Kullmann et al., 1996). According
to this hypothesis (Figure 1B), under certain experimen-responses. However, induction of LTP with tetanic stim-
ulation caused the immediate reappearance of a synap- tal conditions, glutamate is not strictly limited to the
synaptic cleft at which it was released but can ªspilltic response, which remained for the duration of the
experiment. This result indicates that mossy fiber LTP overª onto adjacent synapses at a concentration that is
sufficient to activate NMDA receptors but not AMPAis due in part to the turning on of silent synapses. To
address the possibility that this conversion of silent to receptors. Such a scenario can indeed explain why it is
possible to generate small synaptic responses that arefunctional synapses was due to an upregulation of
NMDA receptors, NMDA was directly applied to the cell mediated solely by NMDA receptors, although a corol-
lary of this proposal is that the presynaptic boutonsin the presence of MK-801 and then both were washed
out. Following this manipulation, which blocked all func- actually releasing the glutamate do not directly contact
the recorded cell (since that would yield a normal AMPAtional NMDA receptors on the cell, the LTP induction
protocol had no effect. These results are consistent with receptor EPSP) but instead form synapses with adjacent
cells. Importantly, to explain the sudden appearance ofa mechanism like that proposed for LTF in the crayfish:
the activity-dependent turning on of previously silent AMPA receptor-mediated responses following the in-
duction of LTP (Isaac et al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995;release sites.
Silent synapses also appear to play an important role Durand et al., 1996), the spillover hypothesis still re-
quires the existence of silent synapses and their conver-in NMDA receptor-dependent LTP. Thus, it has been
found that pairing a weak stimulus, which evokes no sion to functional ones; but in this case, prior to LTP,
they mustbe presynaptically silentand either not releasedetectable synaptic response, with postsynaptic depo-
larization often results in the appearance of EPSCs neurotransmitter or release a concentration of glutamate
insufficient to activate AMPA receptors.(Isaac et al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995; Durand et al., 1996).
Is this another example of switching on a presynaptically Current evidence is not sufficient to decide which
hypothesis is correct, and it is possible that there aresilent synapse, or is a different mechanism involved?
Possible clues for a mechanism came from an analysis elements of truth to all of them. One potentially strong
piece of evidence in support of the spillover hypothesisof the specific glutamate receptors involved in synaptic
transmission. It has generally been accepted that at is the report that in cells in which the ability to generate
LTP of the AMPA receptor-mediated response was pre-most excitatory synapses in the mammalian brain,
AMPA and NMDA receptors are colocalized on dendritic vented, tetanic stimulation still caused a small potentia-
tion of the NMDA receptor-mediated response, presum-spines and simultaneously respond to the release of
glutamate from individual boutons. However, it is possi- ably because of the induction of LTP in neighboring cells
and the consequent greater degree of spillover onto theble to record synaptic responses in CA1 pyramidal cells
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Figure 1. Models of LTP at Silent Synapses
in the Hippocampus
(A) Synapses express functional NMDA re-
ceptors but not AMPA receptors (left). Fol-
lowing LTP (right), functional AMPA receptors
are expressed.
(B) Glutamate can spill over from one synapse
to another, resulting in the activation of
NMDA receptors but not AMPA receptors,
due to the higher affinity of NMDA receptors
(left). Before LTP (middle), the synapse is si-
lent because it cannot release neurotransmit-
ter when activated. LTP results from the re-
lease of a retrograde messenger that turns
on the presynaptic bouton, so that it now can
release neurotransmitter (right).
recorded cell's NMDA receptors from adjacent syn- during the course of early postnatal development. This
observation has led to the suggestion that the conver-apses (Kullmann et al., 1996). However, the potentiation
of the NMDA receptor response under these conditions sion of silent to functional synapses, perhaps due to
an LTP-like mechanism involving correlated presynapticwas small and highly variable. In favor of the postsynap-
tic explanation for silent synapses, the failure rate at activity, may contribute to the activity-dependent refine-
ment of neural circuitry that occurs during development.depolarized potentials (which allows examination of the
NMDA receptor-mediated responses) did not change In addition to considering their potential role in develop-
ment, it may also prove worthwhile to consider the impli-following the induction of LTP, while the failure rate at
hyperpolarized potentials decreased significantly (Liao cations of silent synapses and their conversion to func-
tional ones for the storage of information by neuralet al., 1995). If LTP is accompanied by an increase in
transmitter release and spillover accounts for silent syn- networks.
apses, the failure rate at depolarized potentials also
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